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CryptoESIGN is a cloud-based, 
word inspired, modern electronic 
signature software built on the 
principle of Self-Explanatory User 
Interfaces (SEUI). It creates trust 
and confidence in a paperless
environment with a simple and 
intuitive user interface. Business 
associates can use it to improve 
convenience and speed.

Esignature or also known as Electronic Signature is
replacing the traditional written signatures and signing 
processes. Electronic Signatures are used in many
critical business processes across all industries and 
thus are becoming more popular than ever before in 
the internet-driven business environment. After many 
countries passing electronic signature laws and giving 
equal legal validity as handwritten signatures, the 
trend is catching up rapidly.



Advocates environmental
responsibility 

Increases productivity by reducing
the time required in obtaining
signed documents

Minimize risks by securing
your document signature
workflow with traceability

Faster turn around in 
decision making 

Facilitates centralized 
document storage

Be efficient and eliminate
manual document handling

CryptoESIGN 
eSignature benefits



CryptoESIGN 
eSignature features

Sign from anywhere, anytime and on any 
device
Self-guided action flow all through the 
software
Multiple File type Support
Embedded video guides into every action 
screen
Single screen user interface
Built-In timestamp and Audit trails
Centralized Administration

We may need to enter into contractual obligations as part of business or charity 

or social needs.  Electronic signatures makes it easy to execute contracts and 

further facilitate to store all of our executed contracts in one place, avoiding 

future need for time consuming search. CryptoESIGN is right �t for your needs

For Individuals 

Enterprises need �exibility, wide-ranging coverage and security to be able to 

execute documents electronically.  Be it employees, or customers or suppliers or 

other stakeholders, one solution should be able to serve multiple business 

needs for electronic signature requirements.  With out document-like interface, 

CryptoESIGN has unlimited options to �t to day-to-day enterprise needs

For Enterprise 

Businesses are constantly requiring to execute contracts for providing as well as 

availing services.  It is important that such executions are timely so that decision 

making is faster and accomplishments can be as per goals and plans.  Electronic 

signatures facilitate faster turn-around on decisions and increases business agili-

ty, while helping to preserve nature.  CryptoESIGN takes care of SMB business 

needs perfectly

For Small, Medium, Businesses 



CryptoESIGN 
Functionality Usages

Sales Procurement Finance Legal & Statutory Human
Resources 

Sales Contracts Supplier 
Agreements Invoices NDAs Offer le�ers 

Quotes Purchase 
Requisi�ons Expenses Partnership Agreements Increment 

Le�er 

Proposals Work Orders Audit Sign-off Audit and Inventory 
Signoffs 

Appraisal 
Le�ers 

Order 
Management 

Service Level 
Agreements Inventory Sign-off Board Minutes Exit 

Formali�es 
Service 

Agreements 
Asset 

Transfer/Re�rement 
Policy Management and 

Compliance 

Change Orders and many 
more… 
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